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Cliff Poole FCICM, Managing Director UK Search Limited and CICM Trainer explains the 
new way to train consumer collections teams.

M
UCH has been written about the 
effects that regulatory regimes 
are having on the UK collections 
industry. Without question we are 

seeing the collection pendulum swinging, 
shifting emphasis from maximising 
collections to focusing more closely on what 
is in the best interests of the customer. For 
many though, a key task is not only this 
shift, but re-training collection teams to 
accept the change of direction and skills 
necessary to succeed in this customer-
friendly environment.

Effective collections today is about 
agreeing sustainable payments in a fair 
manner which benefits both the business 
and customer. For this ‘win:win’ outcome, 
organisations need a training remedy which 
ensures the pendulum does not stray 
too far one way or the other, and instead 
settles nicely in the middle, striking the right 
balance.

CICM's new training programmes have 
proven to help collection teams make this 
readjustment. For example, we focus first on 
showing collectors how to identify certain 
types of customers and their preferred 
form of communication, for example email 
contact or SMS. We cover fully what 
collectors should say and how they should 
use these types of communication.

From personal experience, we know 
that many customers prefer more informal 
conversations and so our telephone 
collections training is all about helping 
collectors build rapport with customers so 
they can better manage conversations and 
challenges. We do this through observation 
of us handling typical calls and plenty of 
practice and feedback to their calls through 

our phone coach. We adapt our role  
plays to fit organisations and types of 
customers.

This type of training reaps multiple 
benefits. We show how a focus on the 
customer helps establish a two-way 
communication with customers who in 
the past have been difficult to reach. We 
find that this method reduces barriers and 
collectors can be more confident that their 
conversations are FCA compliant because 
they take into account the customer's 
circumstances and achieve more 
consistent, fair and sustainable customer 
outcomes.

THE TRAINING 
FOCUSES ON FOUR 
KEY AREAS:
1. Responsive customer service
�  Responding quickly and seeking to find 

fair solutions

�  Improving service by continually 
improving communication and contact 
methods

�  Listening to customers properly and 
responding to their feedback and 
comments.

2. Better information and advice
�  Providing customers with better 

information about what collectors do and 
why

�  Helping customers by referral to 
appropriate organisations which provide 
the right debt advice.

3.  Improved two-way 
communications and contact

�  Building understanding about how to 
establish more informal communication 
through emails, SMS and outbound calls. 
Teaching what to say and how to say it

�  Learning how to use more informal 
conversations with customers to build 
rapport and trust in order to resolve 
difficulties, establish more sustainable 
payment arrangements and get the debt 
paid

�  Establishing the importance of regular 
liaison with customers on relevant matters 
to help reduce debts.

4. Affordability
�  Learning how to negotiate realistic 

affordable payment plans by taking 
detailed income and expenditure 
statement in all cases

�  Dealing with genuine financial hardship 
cases outside of mainstream collections

�  Knowing how to spot vulnerability and 
take necessary action to support the 
customer.

Many will agree that until recently, 
collections have focused mainly on 
protecting assets by maximising  
cash collections. Internal or externally-set 
financial targets have driven this focus. 
However, collections must now find a  
way to strike the right balance and  
meet standards set by the regulators. 

CICM recognises this and has  
reviewed training programmes to show 
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collectors how strategies that take 
customers into account can maintain 
financial performance levels. The new  
style training incorporates a complete 
Treating Customers Fairly (TCF)  
philosophy and shows how fair treatment 
of customers is about adding value to the 
service. Quality and service excellence are 
therefore a key driving focus for individual 
training needs.

The TCF philosophy behind our 
training:
�  Protecting the interests of the customers 

at each stage of the collection cycle

�  Meeting the unique needs of each  
type of customer by offering a 

transparent, efficient and professional 
service both in written and verbal 
communications and all forms of debt 
collection.

�  Embedding the TCF culture into 
collector’s day-to-day activities, proving 
this can increase collections through 
sustainability.

�  Ensuring all collection staff are aware of 
and trained in all compliance matters and 
how these affect the quality of service 
offered to customers.

�  Dealing with and assessing customer 
complaints fairly, promptly, impartially 
and in line with the regulators deadlines 
and rules.  

�  Aligning collector incentives to achieve 
a fair treatment to customers giving 
examples on how this can be done.

Look out for future articles in Credit 
Management that show how this approach 
nurtures success and rewards. We believe 
that this philosophy in consumer collections 
training – of putting the customer outcome 
and well-being at the core of the collection 
strategy and training – will improve 
performance and ensure the pendulum 
swings the right way.

�Contact Julie Dalton, CICM Training 
Adviser on training@cicm.com, or   
01780 722907 to find out more about 
CICM collections training.

– CLIFF POOLE

From personal experience, we know that many customers prefer more 
informal conversations and so our telephone collections training is all about 
helping collectors build rapport with customers so they can better manage 
conversations and challenges ...


